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Prelude

Breaking the shackles of the traditional centralized finance
system across the globe and strengthening the cryptoverse, DogShow was launched on December 5, 2021. It is
not just a crypto token but an accolade to man’s best
friend, our loyal companions.
Like our brothers in the industry, our values lie in
empowering society in the digital finance sector. For the
long haul, we are here to stick by the people until
everyone is crypto–apprised and well equipped with its
nuances.
We aspire to construct a decentralized financial
ecosystem with Binance Smart Chain (BSC) Network as
our parent platform. BSC is a blockchain-based platform
that runs smart contracts seamlessly. Based on the Proof
of Staked Authority, it is known for its ability to handle
high transaction throughput with zero lags.
Dog Show Token was conceived as a BEP-20 token, the
standard token of the BSC family. It is an additional step
toward recreating the methodology of building wealth.
This is no longer about long arduous days and burning
the midnight oil; it is now about intellectual abilities and
strategic decisions. This project represents a new era in
fortifying wealth: the iconic 80/20 rule, i.e., less effort,
more outcome.
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OUR VISION

We envision solidarity and pledge
fidelity towards flourishing the
crypto-verse and its enthusiasts.
Our spirits are high enough to
build a market capital of $120
billion in the coming times.
We endure accomplishing our
transcendental goal to propagate
the
thought
that
universal
monetary policies should be an
independent affair, beyond the
interference of anyone, neither the
government nor the bank officials.
Privacy is the foremost criterion,
and investing should be the
mandatory skill nowadays because
economic intelligence in life is as
important as the basic alphabet.
History has taught us that human beings are resilient, so
why shouldn’t the financial sector be as well? Dog Show
Token goes out to everyone who believes in building
their own personal financial empire, forging a new path
in our modern technological landscape.
Dog Show Token has been conceptualized to build a
cashless economy, disconnected from the external
foreign exchange, central control, and immune to the
economic crises that are known to reliably crumble
personal wealth each time the fragile traditional
economy is disrupted.
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We strive to foster financial equity and redefine the
methods of acquiring wealth. The world is already divided
by the war of riches and rags; nonetheless, we aim to
bridge this gap. The BSC platform is a public ledger,
accessible to all, and works with a minimal transaction fee,
as low as 1%. These features make Dog Show Token a
friend to all and foe to none.
The Dog Show Token is designed as deflationary in nature,
a message to our colleagues that we are resiliant. Resistant
to inflation and unprecedented predicament. As the token
will grow to its highest potential, consistent burning will
control its price value, always shifting to the more
heightened part of the market chart.
A lot has been said about the vulnerability of our clans of
cryptocurrencies. Nevertheless, to assure our colleagues,
we deploy the most trusted and efficient Proof of Staked
Authority, widely known to intercept 51% of malware
attacks in real-time. It also encompasses the ability to
forebear the Byzantine attacks. Therefore, we intend a data
shield for all.
With Pancakeswap and Uninswap as our DEX (decentralized
exchange), we are on a mission to enhance the
interoperability of cryptocurrencies across multiple
platforms.
Beyond financial independence and economic policies, we
also care about our mother earth. As environmentalists
voiced that cryptocurrencies are consuming fossil fuels, we
decided to overstep the norms and deploy sustainable
solutions in our systems. The versatile Proof of Staked
Authority
demands
less
computational
strength,
consequently downsizing fossil fuel consumption, fulfilling
our dream of going green with the money we make.
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THE TIMELINE

The Dog Show Token was born as an idea to revolutionize finance
across the planet. With nothing on our backend, we started by
spreading awareness about the utility of the idea, its concept, and the
future implications.

3.1

The Plan

We call our first step "the plan" because that was the only thing we had.
The immense response was our motivation to launch the website,
followed by the creation of the BEP-20 token on the Binance Smart
Chain Network.
The first decision was choosing the Binance Chain Network. It's the
most innovative forum that exhilarates the crypto-verse. It was timely
to know about it, owing to its outstanding qualities listed below.
1. The Independent blockchain platform, designed by Binance DEX,
the leading decentralized exchange
2.
As mentioned previously, the Proof of Staked Authority makes it
unique in all senses, assuring security and sustainability simultaneously
3. It is Ethereum compatible, allowing dApps migration without any
hassle
4.
Validator Quorum, the unanimous decision of making the
validators, giving equal chances to everyone to become the top-rated
validators
5.
Slashing to eliminate vicious validators and prevent fraudulent
activities on the platform
6. Cross-platform DeFi operations are allowed
7. Budget-based transaction fees
8. Excellent network with property to execute a block in as little as 3
seconds
9. A growth-oriented platform that believes in bootstrapping, funding,
and channelizing native DeFi projects
10. Consistently on the run for more profitable innovation
www.dogshowtoken.com
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We choose the BEP-20 type token because of its excellent traits that
are listed below:
1. Can Mint: It is a parameter that signifies the scope of addition of
new tokens to the already existing ones in circulation.
2.
Can Pause: A centralized parameter that comes to the rescue
during malware attacks on the BSC forum. This feature allows the user
to freeze all token-associated functionalities until all access points are
sealed again.
3.
Can Burn: Contrary to the Can Mint feature, Can Burn is Dog
Show's deflationary trait, a hedge to the unlimited supply of tokens
over time.
4. Blacklist: It is the doorway to blacklist malevolent addresses.
5. It is a Multifunctional token enabling users to view ownership of the
token, transfer it, and return a balance.
6. It is 100% compatible, allowing users to switch between different
chains.
Pancakeswap is our partner in this voyage, with provisions that foster
the exchange of almost all types of cryptocurrencies. With a more than
$15 million trading volume and its NFT market, it is excelling in its forte.

3.2

The Buildup

After website creation, token launch, and listing on the swap, it was
time to spread the word about Dog Show Token. Many thanks to the
cohorts we met along the way who told their fans and followers about
us on various social media sites. Influence marketing is one heck of a
tool. In just a few days, we became a known name and sold nearly
20,000 tokens.
Meanwhile, we listed Dog Show Token and celebrated the day with all
our fellow members as a mark of this small success, followed by a
partnership with diverse third-party audits.
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3.3

The Execution

We happily received feedback and suggestions from our growing base,
which prompted us to add new features to our website. We also added
more detail and increased transparency about how DogShow works to
empower the crypto-verse.
We became a family of 50,000 tokens by the end of December,
something we had only dreamed in the early days.
Selling NFTs is our next step, expediting our spectrum of services while
fulfilling the demands of our users, the ultimate goal.

3.4

The Main Event

The curtain-raisers are just a prelude; the main event begins only after
the interval. Abiding by this strategy, after having considerable
members in the clan, we at DogShow decided to launch the muchawaited Dog Show debit card on Google play store and iOS.
The aim of launching the debit card is to elevate the exclusiveness of
Dog Show Token in the commercial sector. With the inclusion of ecommerce on our list, Dog Show Token will be accepted as a form of
payment on platforms like Shopify, Magneto, and WooCommerce.

3.5

What is Next

From its origins at home to around the world, Dog Show Token has
traveled many miles in a very short time. Nonetheless, well begun is
half done. We are on an expedition to build a market capital of $120
billion and conquer the crypto-verse by making Dog Show Token the
biggest community token.
But nothing would have been possible without the friends and
colleagues around the world who believed in us and our potential to
change the existing financial scene. Our allies and collaborators have
strived to lay the foundation in the past, and we are here to carry
forward their legacy to empower every person, both financially and
digitally.
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4.1

OUR HONORS
Minimum Slippage

The trading world of crypto tokens is worth billions
of dollars, and slippage events occur to every trader
trading with tokens. Dog Show Token offers great
convenience, ensuring minimum slippage during
real-time transactions and assisting traders in
averting dramatic price actions.
Slippage is the actual difference between the
anticipated price of an order and the executed
price of an order. It is caused due to volatility in the
crypto assets; the price of the digital assets can
fluctuate depending on the volume of trade, i.e.,
demand and supply activity. The slippage
percentage describes how much price variation has
happened to a specific asset in real-time trading.
How Does Dog Show Token Minimize Slippage?
Slippage primarily depends on liquidity and how
quickly you can buy or sell a crypto asset without
influencing the price. So, the Dog Show platform
ensures the minimum slippage while swapping Dog
Show Token among the users. It displays the
average and slippage price estimate before every
market order. Thus, it assists in avoiding Dog Show
Token holders placing any accidental order at an
unsatisfactory price.
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4.2

NFTs

Welcome to the Dog Show NFT Marketplace,
completely owned and created by the Dog Show
platform. It provides users with an incredible
opportunity to create, purchase, sell, collect,
showcase, bid on, trade, and transact valuable digital
blockchain collectibles, popularly represented as nonfungible tokens (NFT).
We offer an incredible opportunity to buy exclusive
and unique NFTs crafted by our talented creator's
community using valuable Dog Show Token. We
reward our token holders for buying and selling
digital collectibles. Dog Show is creating a valuable
NFT space allowing users to have their personalized
listings of precious and unique digital items.
·Events: Participate in popular events and exhibitions,
buy exclusive and premium NFTs created by our
global community.
·Marketplace: Purchase, mint, bid, or sell the NFTs
from talented creators across the globe.
·Mystery Playground: Participate and stand a chance
to win rare and exclusive NFTs that will be full of
adventures and surprises.
In connection with the Dog Show NFT ecosystem,
users may be able to upload, post, or duly submit the
content available through the NFT marketplace. You
retain all the exclusive rights of the content that you
have created. Accordingly, by agreeing to use Dog
Show NFT marketplace, you grant us inclusive access
to use, access, host, store, cache, transmit, distribute,
publish, display, modify and adapt creator's content
that will streamline the functionality of the NFT
marketplace.
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4.3

Ecommerce Inclusion

With the unprecedented rise in the use of crypto
tokens across multiple channels, Dog Show Token
has come up with the idea of streamlined
integration in the payment process of major brands
and e-commerce marketplaces. The adoption of
token payment has been the advent of a new
chapter in the world of digital payment. Its proper
implementation and inclusive acceptance forge a
valuable opportunity for the e-commerce
ecosystem and retailers.
Dog Show Token aims to unlock new opportunities
in e-commerce for its users, providing a fast and
convenient way to pay for the acquired goods and
services. The staggering demand for digital-based
payments has opened a new realm for the crypto
token, allowing users to be a part of the digital
economy.
Some of the exclusive benefits of e-commerce
inclusion are:
·The chance to explore the broader e-commerce
marketplace
·Fast and convenient transactions
·Low transactional fees
·Enhanced security
There are prominent crypt token payment vendors
across the globe. The significant rise in this space
has stimulated mainstream e-commerce sites to
accept blockchain assets.
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4.4

Deflationary Token

Dog Show Token is based on a deflationary token
model creating a desirable digital ecosystem for
crypto token traders. The world of crypto tokens is
witnessing remarkable changes with the advent of
tokenomics. With the unprecedented rise in
blockchain projects, Dog Show Token has
developed a deflationary token mechanism that
aims to incentivize its holders by creating excellent
value over time as the quantity of tokens decreases.
Digital assets are mainly put into two broad
categories: deflationary or inflationary assets. Dog
Show Token is a deflationary asset, with some
tokens that are burnt when the users perform
cross-channel trade.
It employs two types of burning mechanisms:
·Buyback and burn
·Burn on transaction
The deflationary Dog Show Token aims to heighten
the demand for the tokens by reducing their supply
in the mainstream market and increasing their
scarcity. Further, deflationary tokens have a much
more positive impact on the crypto marketplace,
including an increase in token value, generation of
larger profits, and removal of extra or unsold
tokens from circulation. Accordingly, the supply of
Dog Show Tokens decreases with the subsequent
transactions carried out through swapping Dog
Show Token.
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EXCLUSIVE PERK

A Dog Show debit card is a great option that comes
with many perks and incentives for cardholders.
Take a leap to the futuristic blockchain ecosystem
with the resourceful DogShow debit card. It
provides comprehensive assistance in unleashing
the power of crypto tokens with impeccable
features. Its valuable and competitive features
make the DogShow debit card an attractive option
for crypto traders.
The following are some exclusive perks of having a
DogShow debit card:

5.1

For Fiat Balance

In our journey to incorporate crypto tokens in
everyone's wallet and integrate them with the
primary medium of exchange, we are
inclusively working with the fiat institutions to
include and involve crypto tokens in the
offerings, cost-effective and instant transfer of
fiat balances, and compliance with necessary
security measures. So, with Dog Show debit,
you can easily transfer and load fiat balances.
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5.2

Cryptocurrencies
Exchange

Dog Show debit card facilitates seamless
exchange of the numerous cryptocurrencies,
i.e., you can buy and sell crypto assets
including cryptocurrencies, tokens, NFTs and
more. You can also effortlessly exchange your
fiat balances for cryptocurrencies and vice
versa.

5.3

Purchase NFTs and
Real-time Commodities

With Dog Show debit cards, you can purchase
many NFTs and other related valuable digital
collectibles created by talented creators
across the globe in various formats. Further,
the holders of this card can easily purchase
real-time
commodities
as
per
their
preferences.
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CONCLUSION

Dog Show Token will prove to be a revolutionary
token in the digital space of cryptocurrency.
The token’s many capabilities are thoughtfully
designed to be useful across various realms, and it
will maximize convenience, opportunity, and profit for
those who hold it.
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THANK
YOU
STAY UPDATED
@DogShowToken
@DogShowToken

t.me/DogShowtoken
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